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7. The areas of 4 rain gauge stations A, B, c and D are 0.15, 0.2s, o.3o and 0.3 km2
respectivefy. lf the average depth of rainfall is 5 cm and rainfall recorded at B, C and D

are 5, 4 and 5 cm respectively, what is the rainfall of A in cm?

a) s b)6

2. The coefficient of variation of the rainfall for 6 rain gauge stations in a catchment was
found to be 32.52%. lf the admissible error in the estimation of the mean rainfall will be
t!%,the optimum number of stations in the catchment would be;

a) 3 d)e e)12

3. The method used for estimating missing rainfall is;

a) Station year method
b) Normalratio method
c) Plotting position method
d) Rationalmethod
e) lsohyetalmethod

Which of the following is an endothermic process?

a) Deposition
b) Deposition and melting
c) Freezing

d) Sublimation
e) Evaporation and freezing

The observed annual runoff from a basin of area 500 kmz is 150 km3 and the
corresponding annual rainfall over the basin during the same year is 750 mm. The runoff
coefficient would be;

cl7 e)4d)8

c)8b)6

4.

5.

a) 0.2 b)0.3 c)0.4 d)o.s e)0.67



Major component of the Venus's atmosphere
a) Methane
b) Carbon_dioxide
c) Nitrogen
d) Argon
e) Nitrous oxide

The surface runoff is the quantity of water;
a) Absorbed by soil
b) lnterqted by buiHhts and rcgptatiue oouer
c) Required to fill surface depressions
d) That reaches the stream channels
e) Evaporated bythe soil surface.

8. Hydrograph is a plot of;
a) rainfall intensity against time
b) stream discharge against time
c) cumulative rainfall against time
d) cumulatiw runoff against time
e) rainfall against time

Match the following and find the most relevant answers for A, B, c and D
A. Permanent, grqatest, and influencing weather l. Land breeze
B. When solar radiation warms the land more than water ll. Trade winds
C Movement of air tolvards the ivater from land lll. Sub polar jet
D. Air descending to earth's surfuce near 3edegree

latitude creates steady winds that blow in tropicat
regions

lV Sea breeze

a) li, l, I\/, and llt
b) lll, l, lV, and tt

c) lll, iV, l, and tl

d) ll, lll, lV, and I

e) ll, lV, I, and lll

10. A unit hydrograph has

a) One unit of peak discharge
b) One unit of rainfall duration
c) One unit of direct runoff
d) One unit of the time base of direct runoff.
e) One unit of baseflow

11. A gas mixture contains 30% COz, 40% Oz and 30% N2. lf the partial pressure of CO2 is
9Pa, what is the total pressure of gas mixture?

a) 9Pa b) 10Pa c) 20pa d) 60pa e) 90pa

7.

6.



e)
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The molecular weight of a gaseous compound rs d non-variable quantity.

Pressure must be exerted on a sample of a gas in order to confine it.

13. The pressure is changed from 500 kPa to 250 kPa. What would you expect the new

temperature to be if the initial temperature is 200 K?

a) 100 K b) 200K c) 300K d) 400K e) 500K

14. The observed runofffrom a basin area of 500 Km2is 150Mm3and the corresponding

annual rainfall overthe basin duringthe same year is750 mm. The run offcoefficient

would be?

a) 0.20 b) 0.67 c)0.40 d) 0.36 e)0.s0

Specific Humidity is?

3\ the maximum mass of moisture that a specific amount of air can hold

i, ire aat-a ,r'ass of rnc,st.rre p:esent ,n a specif c amount of air

c) the ratio of the mass of moisture contained in a specific amount of air to the

maximum amount of moisture this specific amount of air can contain

d) the mass of moisture present in a specific amount of air at that absolute

temperature

e) a specific amount of air saturated with moisture

An adiabatic process is one in which the
a) altitude of the air parcel remains constant

b) heat exchanged with the surroundings is zero

c) pressure on the air parcel remains constant

d) temperature remains constant
e) work done is zero

Which of the following is not a cloud at low height?

a) Nimbo stratus
b) Cumulonimbus
c) Stratus
d) Cirro startus
e) Cumulus

lf water vapor comprises 3.5o/o of an air parcel whose total pressure is 1000 mb, the
water vapor pressure would be:

a) L035 mb
b) 35 mb d) 965 mb

e) 1000 mb

I

15.

I
16.

17.

18.
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19.

c) 350 mb
The graph shows air temperature and relative humidity at a single location during a 24-
hour period.

*t*r$r iho1 _ps1_trffigld
Ilrtrdthy

what was the approximate change in relative humidity from 12 noon to 4p.m.?

a) 1,0% b) 1.s% c) 20% d )25,: el 5u-:

Main components of the hydrologicalcycle rvoulc be best explainec by;
a) Condensation, lnfiltration, Runoff, Transpiration, precipitation

b) lnfiltration, Runoff, Transpiration, Evaporation, lnfiltration
c) condensation, Runoff, precipitation, lnfiltration, Transpiration
d) Condensation, interception, lnfiltration, Runoff, Evaporation, transpiration

P recip itat ion

ei Runoff Precipitation lnfiltraiicn, Transc,ratic.r E',apcratior,

\\ hrch of the folior,, ng rs noi rsed io m€3Sur-€ ine .,,.,eather?

a ) Actinometer
b ) Altometer
c) Barograph
d) Psychrometer
e) Ceilometer

22. ldentify the matching pair for A, B, C, D, and E

A. satellite L Thermosphere
B. Space shuttle ll. Mesosphere
C. 50-80 km Ill. Troposphere
D. 75% of atmospheric gases lV. lonosphere
E. Radio wave transmission V. Exosphere

a) lV, l, ll, lll, and V

b) l, lv, ll, lll, v
c) V, l, ll, lll, and lV
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e) lV, V, ll, lll, and I
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c) Photosynthetic algae are the predominant carbon fixing agents in water

d) convert hydrocarbons to xenobiotic compounds with functional groups

containing halogens, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, or sulfur

e) Organic, or biological, carbon is contained in energy rich moleculesthat can react

biochemically with molecular oxygen to regenerate carbon dioxide and produce

energy

24. What happens during the mineralization process in phosphorous cycle?

a) Plants uptake the soluble forms of P

b) Weathering of primary minerals of P such as apatite

c) Secondary compounds such as Cap, FeP, MnP, and AIP are produced from soluble P

d) Soluble P produced from organic P such as plant and animal residues

e) Soluble P is adsorbed into mineral surfaces such as clay, Fe, Aloxides and carbonates

25. Present carbon dioxide concentration of the atmosphere

a 335::-'
bl 525 ppm

c) 412 ppm

d) 453 ppm

e) 398 ppm
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